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&traet-The convergence of a fairly wide class of fixed step linear discretisation methods for delay 
dafcrential equations with variable delay is studied. A gIobaI order convergence result which permits the 
case when discontinuities are present is@en. This utiIises a new formulation of the root condition for 
DahIquist ability. Numerical results illustrating the theory are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the delay differential equation 
go) = f0, Y(f), YU - ON, OJ = o(t), t E ro, Tl (1.1) 
with the given initial function 
YW = d(t), t E [ - a, 01 
where 
--(y= m& {s - o(s)]. 
Suppose that f(t, y, x) is Lipschitz continuous inthe second and third argument, i.e. 3L such that 
VU, Y, x1 - f0, Y *, x*)1 I L max{ly - y*), Ix - x*l) 
Vt E [0, T] and Vx, y, x*, y* E R, 
and 4(t) is continuous on [ - a, 01. Then there exists a unique continuous olution y(t) on 
[-cr, r] from El’sgol’ts and Norkin[6]. 
It is well known (see, e.g. Cryer[4]) that even if f and g are infinitely differentiable, the 
solution y may contain jump discontinuities in its derivatives. For example, if the initial 
function does not satisfy the differential equation, there will be a jump discontinuity in y’ at 
t = 0. A number of researchers have looked at the effect his has on numerical methods. 
Al-Mutib[2] points out that the usual derivation of an order p method breaks down if it is 
used to find a solution which contains adiscontinuity in its p - 1 or less derivative. He observes 
that the use of one step methods do not have this restriction provided that such discontinuity 
points are restricted to the mesh points of the method. He and Oppelstrup[9] have both written 
Runge-Kutta type routines which negotiate discontinuities byreducing the steplength in their 
vicinity as detected by monitoring a local error indicator. Barwell[3] has written a variable- 
order, variable-step routine. He observes that arranging for discontinuities to occur at mesh 
points can improve the accuracy of the solution. Zverkina [ 1 l] has adapted Adams-Bashforth 
methods by in effect including aterm which cancels out that part of the truncation error due to 
any jump discontinuity alone and hence preserves the order of the method. 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the convergence rates of a fairly wide class of fixed 
step discretisation methods. We demonstrate hat order p convergence is possible if the 
individual discretisations that make up the method are all consistent of order p. We show that 
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the convergence is reduced to order p if the solution of the equation had discontinuities in the 
p’th derivative. These results are illustrated by numerical examples. 
2. THE DISCRETISATION ALGORITHM 
In view of the fact that variable delay necessitates the use of interpolation formulae with 
coefficients varying from step to step, we shall be considering linear multistep methods which 
permit varying formulae to be used at each step. This includes the class of cyclic methods. We 
shall in Section 3 obtain orders of convergence with respect to a fixed step h. 
We discretise the interval [O, T] to the set 
&,={ih: OSisN, iEN, A%= T} 
where O<h<&for some ho>O. Let yi, i-0,1,..., N denote the exact solution y(t) at the 
point t = ih and let Zi denote the computed solution at that point. 
We define the algorithm 
(P/#(Z) = 0 
where 





i @‘Zi+j_k - h&, @zf+,_k 
i=k, k+l,...N 
Z{ = f(ih, zip z’(ih - o(ih))) 
zltt) = , sd %te)zfm+i tro I iit) tco 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
with m = [t/h]?, 0 = t/h - m 
and where Zi = 4(ih) for i < 0. H ere d,, d2 are non-negative integers independent of h, y’(ih) are 
given values approximating the starting values (obtained through the starting method) and b(t) 
is the given initial function. The ~~(8) are the interpolation coefficients. For example, in linear 
interpolation we would have 
d, =0, d2= 1 
70(e) = 1 - e, n(e) = 8. 
Our restriction on the choice of methods requires that WC follow some sort of plan which 
keeps the elements ai, &, yb bounded independent of h. Clearly we also require that h is 
sufficiently small that an interpolation for the point ih - o(ih)i 2 0 does not require z, with j > i or 
jh<-a. 
Let z, y, f(z) and g be the (N + 1) dimensional vectors 
(IO, Zl, * * - 9 ZNY9 (Yo, Yl, * * * 9 YNK 
t& Zi, . . ..zib)>‘. (~00,jil,...r~k-,,0,...,O)~, 
t[xl denotes the integral part of x. 
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respectively. We can write (2.1) in the matrix notation 
Q=Ad-h&f(z)-g=O 
where Ah and B,, have the respective forms 
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The matrices are lower triangular band matrices with respectively the k x k identity matrix 
I and the k x k null matrix in the top left block. The integer k and the elements of Ah are 
independent of N. The dimensions of the matrices are of course dependent on h. We shall only 
consider the class of methods wirh the diagonal elements of Ah non zero, that is we shall 
require Ah to be non singular. We shall require the definitions: 
The discretization @h is consistent of order p if, for i = k, k + 1,. . . , N there exists C, 
independent of h, such that for y(t) E Cp+*[O, T], and f: R3+R satisfying (IA), 
~[Ahb,Y(f) - h&F& Y(t), Y(t - &)))I,( s ChP+*t 
Here F(t, y(t), y(t - o(t))) denotes the vector 
and y’(t - o(t)) is the interpolated value of y(t - o(t)) obtained through (2.2). 
Note that since this definition holds for i = k, k t 1,. . . , N we are necessarily assuming that 
the interpolation formulae have at least order p accuracy and that these formulae require any 
starting method values or initial function values then these must also be of that order. 
Definition 2
The starting values y’(ih) are convergent of order p if there xists C’, independent of h, such that 
Ii - y(ih)l I C’hP, i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1. 
Definition 3
The discretisation a,, is said to be Dahlquist stable if 3M independent of h such that 
maX J(Ah-‘)ij 15 hf. 
OSi iSN 
Note that definition 3implies that 3M’, independent of h, such that 
3. CONVERGENCE 
First we shall need the discrete Gronwalls’ lemma: 
LEMMA 1. If x,, j=O,l . . . , N is a sequence of real numbers with 
i-l 
lxij s hM z jxil t k 6, i = 1,2,. . . N 
tAh is the usual restriction operator. 
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where M > 0, 8, > 0, j = 1,2.. . N, independent of h, with 
A = 
& 
8, and 6 = max S, 
I iE.9 
where S is a subset of the positive integers with cardinality 1, then 
j/xl&s (hMlx,,l t A t Sl)e”“? 
A proof can be found in Allenll]. 
Before proceeding tothe main result, we shall discuss the occurrence ofdiscontinuities in a 
solution and to what extent his impairs the consistency. This is best illustrated by the simple 
example: 
y’(t)=y(t-1) t>o 
YW = 1 fE[-l,O]. 
This has solution: 
I 
tt1 t E w, 11 
y(t) = t2/2 t 3/2 tEL21 
t3/6 - t”/2 t 2t t l/6 t E [2,3]. 
This is infinitely differentiable oneach interval 
[i,i+l], ir0 
but at t = i has a discontinuity inthe it 1% derivative. 
It is not dithcult o see that the first discontinuity at t = 0 has no effect on the local 
truncation error. This is due to the fact that he multistep method can be expanded about y(O+) 
and so full consistency is retained. However that this is not so at t = q is easily seen for a 
k( 2 2) step method or a single step method where r1 is not a grid point. Here q is the site of the 
first discontinuity ina derivative of y at a t value > 0. Usually this will be a discontinuity in the 
second erivative. It is not difficult o show that 
Y”(Tl+) + Y”(Tl-) 
implies that local consistency will be reduced to order h. 
Finally we must consider 
m Y(t), Y% - o(t))) -fU, z(t), rf(t -o(N) 
given two vectors y and z. We note that 
lf(ih, yi, yI(ih -o(ih)))-f(ih,zi,z’(ih -o(ih)))l 




where m and B are defined as before for t = ih. Recalling the definition for y’, we see that this 
holds true for all i with the convention that 
y’(t)=z’(t) t<o 





yi = Zi i CO. 
Ii(Y) - i(z)I s (D + E)lY - 4f 
D=diag(L,L,...,L) 
(3.1) 
where the ith row of I? is 
IY-d,<~)l, lY4,+l@)1, f - * t lY4#)) 
with y&O) on the nrth subdiagonal of I?. 
We are now in a position to state a general convergence r sult. 
TIGUIREM 1. Let Qr be consistent oforder p1 and let the starting values (methods) be convergent 
of order pz. Suppose that the solution y(t) has p - 1 continuous derivatives and a finite number 
of discontinuities in y@)(t) on [0, T], say 1, and that the discretisation is Dahlquist stable. Then 
the algorithm will converge with order min& p2, p). 




where c denotes the vector of the local truncation errors. 
Subtraction gives 
or 
MY - 2) - hBdi(y) -i(d) = e 
y - z = &-‘B&(y) - f(z)) + A& 
and, taking moduli and using (3.1), 
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that is, for M, M’ independent of h, appropriately defined, 
or for h sufficiently small, 
We now distinguish between two cases, 
(i) 1 = 0. 
We have 
le,lsCW, i=O,l,..., k-l 
and 
(ei(5Ckpl+‘, i=k,k+l,..., N. 
We notice that since ,k is independent of N, we can identify in lemma 1 the set S to be 
{O,l,..., k - I}. Thus the lemma can be applied, and convergence of order min(p,, pz) is 
immediate. 
(ii) IL 1 
The components of the vector e will be bounded as in case (i) except that here will exist an 
index set S’C{k,ktl,..., N} with IS’1 = lk with the local truncation errors at these points 
bounded above by CP. By identifying S in lemma 1 to be S’ U (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) the lemma can 
be applied resulting in convergence of order 
The main point about his theorem isif y@‘(t) has a tlnite number of discontinuities on[0, T] 
then convergence of order p is obtained. The reason that order p can be obtained isdue to the 
particular variant of the Gronwall emma: convergence of order p - 1 would be obtained if the 
more commonly known Gronwall emma (e.g. see Linx[g]) was employed 
4. THE ROOT CONDITION 
In the previous ection we proved convergence subject to the uniform boundedness of A,,-‘. 
We now point out that Al;’ bounded can be equivalent to xeros of a certain polynomial lying 
inside or on the unit circle. To stress the dependence onN we define AN = Ah. 
We shall examine the case where there is a particular repetition i  the elements in the Ah 
matrix such as occurs in cyclic linear multistep methods. 
Let A,, have the structure 
Ah = 1 (N+l)x(N+l) 
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with 
LctG,j=1,2,..., m be the companion matrices 
associated with the polynomial 
akmAk + afl,A'-'+. . . .+ao")=O. 
Further let G = G,,,G,,,_, . . .G,. 
We have the following result: 
THEOREM 2. (A root condition for cyclic linear multistep methods). The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) The discretisation @Jo is Dahlquist stable (i.e. 3C independent of h s.t. 
(ii) The eigenvalues of G either lie inside the unit circle or on the unit circle with linear 
elementary divisors. 
Proof. We introduce athird proposition. 
(iii) 3C’ such that all solutions {ya} 
k 
zi aj-+')y,+n = 0 n-0,1,2... 
satisfy 
Let y and b be the N + 1 dimensional vectors 
Y=(YrhYl,-.,YdT 
b==(Yo,Y I,.. .,Y,-,,o,o ,... ,ojT 
and u(j) be the k dimensional vectors 
d’) = (y&,,, yh+b . . . yh+k_l) i = 0, 1,2. . . 
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Then it may be seen that 
A,y=b 
and 
,,(I) = G’,,(O). 
We may now prove four implications. 
(iii)~(ii) 
Assume (iii) and the negation of (ii). Let J be the canonical form for G. Then there exists a 
nonsingular matrix P such that 
PIP-’ = G. 
Let M be a positive constant. Because of the form of J we have that for sufficiently arge 
integers i, there exist elements of J’ with modulus greater than M. Since 
J’ = p-‘G’P, 
then for sufkiently large i there also exist elements of G’ with modulus > M. It is then possible 
to find a vector u(O) with llu(‘$= 1 such that 
Ilu”‘I/m = IIG'd"'l(, > M. 
This contradicts (iii) and proves the claim. 
(ii)*@) 
Assume (ii). Then 3C such that 




s IIPI~IP-‘IId”)#X Vi EN 
Thus the elements yiare bounded independently of N 
(i)j(iii) 
Since y = AN-lb, 
But 
MC = ma4u& 1~11,. . . lud 
thus if (i) holds, the elements of y are bounded independently of N. 
(iii)+(i) 
The elements of A-’ are given by the solutions x of ANx = e(j) 
where e(j) is the vector with ey) = 6, 0 I i, j C A?. 
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Select one such j. Then 
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Xi = 0 i=O,l,....j-1 
xi = lIcr~ti-M~m+r) 
k 
c, 
ajimdm+l)x,+i = 0 i=j-k+l, j-k+2,.... 
I 
Let s be the lowest integer such that sm 1 j 
Define Vi = Jti+rm i = 0, 1, . . . 
The elements UO, . . . , &_r are all bounded by a fixed constant independent of j since they 
are obtained by applying the recurrence formula  finite number (C k t m) of times. Also 
k 
z apdm+‘w,+, =0 i=O,1,2,... I 
Thus if (iii) holds, 
I U” I< C’ maxfl &I, I VII, * * * ,I Uk-,I> Vn E N 
Thus the elements of x and consequently AN-’ are bounded independently of N. 
The value of theorem 2 is that it gives a practical characterisation of Dahlquist stability. 
Note that a similar weaker result for the case when eigenvalues onthe unit circle are simple has 
been given by Stetter[lO] p.218. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
The purpose of this section is to present four numerical examples which verify the 
theoretical results we have obtained. 
First we consider apure delay problem 
y’(t) = - y(t-1) t>O 
y(t) = cos(7rt/2) t E [ - l,O]. 
This has solution 
I 
t-31 - COS(rrf/2) t E [O, 11 
YW = $ cos(?rt/2) t 2 - 4/7r + ?(2/?r - 1) t E [l, 21 
which has a discontinuity in y”‘(t) at t = 1. We solve this by the advanced 3 step method 
h 
Yn+1-Y” =~‘3’f,+,+fn)-(fn+*+fn-,)). 
This method would have O(h’) errors on a continuous solution. Table 1 shows for various values 
of h the global error at t = i (before the discontinuity) and at t = 1. The figure in the order 
column is obtained by comparing the error with that obtained for the next largest step length 
and taking the error as being proportional tohP where p is the tabulated “order”. 
Tabk I 
h errorot r=f order erroratt=l order 
0:01 ::5 
1.660 x 104 2.448 x 1o-3 
1.734 .072 x  lo-‘0 10-7 3.9321 2.703 x lo-” 3.1794 
3.9935 1.927 IO+ 3.0715 
0.005 1.084 x lo-” 3.9997 2.372 x IO+ 3.0223 
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The next sample is a variable delay problem 
y’(t)= y(d2- 1) t >o 
y(t) = et tE[-l,O] 
with solution 
YW = 
2 exp(d2 - 1) + 1-2/e t E w, 21 
8exp(d4-1.5)+t(l-2/e)+l-6/e tE[2,61. 
There is a jump discontinuity in y”(t) at t = 2. Solving numerically using the trapezoidal rule 
with linear interpolation used to obtain off-mesh points, we obtain Table 2. 
Table 2. 
h errorat f-3 order 
ii5 
1.331 x 10-I 
0:01 3.278 1 311x 10-j 4 2.Oi323 00003 
0.005 3.27a x 104 2.OOOoO 
Second order accuracy ismaintained. The error here is so clearly dominated by an h* term that 
h* extrapolation is strongly indicated. 
Next we consider the delay equation 
Y’W = -Y(?-1)-Y(f) tE[O,31 
YW = 1 tE[-l,O] 
with exact solution 
I 2e-' - 1 t E [O, 11 
y(t) = 2e-’ - 2fe’-’ + 1 tEu,21 
e-‘(2 + 2e2 - 2et(l+ e) + e*t*) - 1 t E r2,31 
where there is a discontinuous y”(t) at t = 1. We solve this by the Adams Moulton third order 
formula. 
Table 3. 
h erroratt=f order erroratt=3 order 
0.1 7.162 x lo-’ - 3.516 x lo-’ - 
0.05 9.515 x IO+ 2.9122 9.333 x lo+ 1.9135 
0.01 7.929 x lo-’ 2.9746 3.853 x 104 1.9804 
0.005 9.958 x 10~ 2.9932 9.662 x lo-’ 1.9956 
The global order after the discontinuity is clearly reduced to 2 (see Table 3). 
The final example shows how if we can manage to avoid our multistep method straddling any 
discontinuities then the design order may be retained. Of course with variable delay this might 
be difficult o achieve without resorting to variable step methods. We shall use the problem 
y’(t) = y(t - 1) t > 0, y(t) = cos(7rt) t E [ - 1, O] 
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with solution 
I , sin(7r?) -- s t E [O, 11 
tEL21 
I sin(?rr) 2 2+--g-+ t /2- t(l+ l/7r2). t E P, 31 
We shall solve this by the two stage process from Lambert[7] 
Ynl+, - Ym = $5fln + Sf#n+, - fm+2) m even 
Y~+I - Y,-I =$fm-l +4f,,, +f,,,+d m odd. 
It can easily be seen that in this case, provided that h is a submultiple of 0.5, the multiple 
method nowhere straddles any points where the exact solution has discontinuous derivatives. 
(By straddling, we mean that the step attempts o relate computed y values on either side of 
that point.) We therefore xpect he method to retain its design order of 4. If however we 
alternative “m odd” and “m even” on the above method efinition we find that he points t = 1 
and t = 2, the sites of discontinuities in y” and y” respectively, have been “straddled”. The 
effective order is reduced as shown in Table 4, which gives the global error at t = 3. 
Table 4. 
h error 
0.1 5.033 x lo-’ 
0.05 3.100 x 10-6 
0.01 4.936 x 10” 






error with odd/ 
even reversed 
3.388 x 10-3 
8.364 x lo-’ 
3.334 x 10-5 





In all examples, whenever a starting method is needed to initiate a multistep rocess, the 
exact solution is taken. All calculations were made using a computer program written in Algol 
60 for the ICL 2970 using machine arithmetic to approximately 16decimal places. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have studied the convergence rate of a general class fixed step discretisation methods 
for delay differential equations when discontinuities are present in the solution. This result 
utilized a new formulation of the root condition for Dahlquist stability. Finally the convergence. 
was verified by some numerical examples. 
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